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Presentation Notes
The first “A” in NASA stands for “Aeronautics.” Our aeronautics researchers, engineers and pilots use world-class NASA facilities to keep U.S. aviation first in safety, efficiency and innovation.We explore technologies that reduce aircraft noise and fuel use, get you gate-to-gate safely and on time, and transform aviation into an economic engine at all altitudes.
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 NASA Aeronautics is One of Five Mission Directorates 

Exploration Systems 
Aeronautics Space Technology Science Development Space Operations 

NASA explores  NASA technologies  NASA and the nation’s  NASA's Artemis  program NASA's  work in beyond 
technologies  that reduce developed for spaceflight  science community use is  defining and creating the low-Earth orbit includes  
aircraft  noise and fuel  benefit our everyday life.  space observatories   steps path from Earth back  commercial launch 
use, get you gate-to-gate The Artemis  program conduct  scientific studies  to the Moon and on to services to the 
safely and on time, and proves and matures what  of the Earth from space Mars, including the Orion International Space 
transform aviation into those technologies  can to visit  and return samples  capsule,  the Space Launch Station, exploration 
an economic engine at  do and reduces  risk for from other bodies in the System, Exploration systems, space  
all altitudes. exploration of Mars  solar system,  and to Ground Systems, the transportation systems,  

and beyond. peer out into our galaxy  Gateway, and Human and broad scientific  
and beyond. Landing System. research on orbit. 
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Presentation Notes
Aeronautics research is one of NASA’s five missions.  
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Where Does NASA Aeronautics Research Happen? 
Aeronautics research takes place at four of NASA’s centers. 
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Aviation is Vital to our Nation’s Economy 

Pre-COVID 
• $78 billion positive trade balance; the largest positive trade balance of any U.S. manufacturing sector 
• $1.8 trillion total U.S. economic activity 
• 10.9 million direct/indirect jobs 
• 21.3 billion tons of freight transported by U.S. airlines in 2019 
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Revalidated 2/25/2022  How important is aviation to the U.S. economy?   NASA Aeronautics directly benefits an aviation sector that annually generates more than one-and-a-half trillion dollars in total U.S. economic activity*, and an aerospace positive trade balance of nearly $78 billion.**  NOTE that these are pre-COVID numbers. COVID-19 has impacted us all but has dealt a particularly damaging blow to the global aviation industry.  NASA Aeronautics is leaning in to these times, working with industry and government partners to regain public confidence in our aviation system, accelerate new technology development through a stable commitment to research and development, and find opportunities for rapid adoption of new technologies to help us adjust to this new environment.   Another impressive way to look at numbers: � The number of passengers flown in 2019 is enough to fill every NFL stadium in the United States 440 times. (NFL stadiums in the U.S. hold about 2.1 million people.) � The weight of cargo carried in 2019 is about the same as the weight of 3,672 Great Walls of China. (The Great Wall weighs about 116 billion pounds and is considered the heaviest manmade object on Earth.)  Passengers and cargo carried numbers come from the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics. Numbers shown are for previous full year.   Source: “The Economic Impact of Civil Aviation on the U.S. Economy,” Federal Aviation Administration, January 2020 ��**   Source: “Leading Indicators for the U.S. Aerospace Industry,” International Trade Administration, 2019 ��COVID Impacts Delay Projected Growth  U.S. passenger airlines incurred pre-tax losses of $46B in 2020 ($35B net losses). But, air cargo demand reached an all-time high in 3Q 2020.  � Airlines for America, “Impact of COVID-19 Data Updates Global reduction of 2,699 million passengers (-60%)  � ICAO, “Uniting Aviation” Major disruption in new commercial aircraft production and deliveries  � Boeing Commercial Market Outlook 2020-2039   Post-COVID: Aviation Resilience Supports Recovery  Recovery slowly begins in 2021 Passenger numbers back to 2019 levels by 2024 at earliest, starting with domestic https://www.iata.org/en/pressroom/pr/2020-11-24-01/ 20 years from now, world fleet will be 87% larger; needed to serve Asian markets  Disruption also calls for new strategies for new fleets that further improve efficiency and sustainability  � Boeing Commercial Market Outlook 2020-2039 
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NASA Aeronautics – Vision for Aviation in the 21st Century 

ARMD continues  
to evolve and 
execute the 

Aeronautics  Strategy 
https://www.nasa.gov/ 
aeroresearch/strategy 

U.S. leadership for a new era of flight 
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Three primary drivers continue to shape the global aviation industry – We are facing global challenges – the aviation industry is global in scope and impact, and demand for mobility will continue to growThe aviation system must be sustainable and safeAviation continues to transform our economy and society through innovation, leveraging convergent technologies inside and outside the aviation sectorNASA plays a critical role in leading the transformation of global aviation, with efforts focused in strategic thrusts
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Airspace Operations and Safety  
Program 

Advanced Air  Vehicles  
Program 

Transformative Aeronautics  
Concepts Program 

Integrated Aviation Systems  
Program 

Aerosciences Evaluation and 
Test  Capabilities Portfolio 

ARMD 
PROGRAMS 
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ARMD programs contribute to strategic thrustsARMD’s programs and projects are all cross center and cross discipline. We leverage the best people from across the NASA enterprise to enable us to be agile in our execution. [elaborate]
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Four Transformations for Sustainability, Greater Mobility, and Economic Growth     

Four  Transformations  for  Sustainability,  Greater  Mobility,  and Economic  Growth www.nasa.gov | 7 
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Presentation Notes
NASA is leading transformation of aviation in several ways:Locally - through Advanced Air Mobility, Unmanned Aircraft Systems, and use of electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing – we are transforming the way people and goods move through aviation. We’re rallying emerging markets to tackle the challenges of creating an air transportation system featuring all-electric, autonomous, efficient and safe systems operating over the most rural countryside to the densest, skyscraper-filled urban environment.Across the nation – we are enabling transformative improvements in the efficiency of commercial aviation, with particular focus on the single aisle fleet – Boeing 737 size – through developing and demonstrating integrated electric propulsion in small to large aircraft, advanced materials, advanced propulsion systems, and new ways to design and build aircraft.Globally – we are sustainably connecting the world through high-speed commercial flight.  We are removing barriers to commercial supersonic flight over land by proving that we can get rid of the sonic boom, tackling the next challenges in local noise and emissions, and investigating the potential of even higher speed flight.System wide – we are transforming the efficiency and safety of the entire global aviation system through future airspace tools and system design that supports all of these usersRight now we’re creating the DNA of an aviation system that is transformed. NASA explores technologies that reduce aircraft noise and fuel use, get you gate-to-gate safely and on time, and transform aviation into an economic engine at all altitudes. Each of these transformations is taking place grounded in a mindset of sustainability, enabling global mobility and economic growth. In the emerging markets, environmental sustainability will be a key constraint in the development of low boom supersonic aircraft and short range, electrified vertical take-off and landing (eVTOL) aircraft for Advanced Air Mobility missions. And we’re creating the fundamental building blocks of knowledge and capability to enable these transformations.



 

   
  

 

   
 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Transonic Truss-Braced Wing Technology Maturation 
Increase confidence in technology to be robustly integrated in the aircraft system 

High-Speed Buffet Unique Noise 
Sources 

High-Lift Integration 

Thin-Wing Design 

Icing Protection 
Challenges Critical Structural Joints 

Scope 

• Mature and reduce risk of Transonic Truss-Braced Wing 
(TTBW) technology, focused on: 
• Buffet boundary prediction • Icing impact 
• Stall characteristics • Thin wing structural design 
• High-lift system integration • Unique structural joints 
• Acoustic assessment 

Benefit 
• Achieve 5-10% reduction in fuel burn through reduced drag 

Approach 
• Concept studies through scale model testing 
• Perform high-fidelity prediction, testing and validation to 

increase confidence in fuel burn benefit 

Design/analysis studies  and wind-tunnel tests are underway. 
Completed high-speed buffet  wind-tunnel test in FY22. www.nasa.gov  | 8 
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External Bracing for Structural Efficiency at Transport Cruise Mach Can Enable a Step-change in Aerodynamic EfficiencyNASA has studied many configurations.  The Transonic Truss-Braced Wing has shown great promise for meeting challenging performance targets and demonstrating a feasible path to market. external bracing for structurally efficiency to realize drag benefit is a potential step change  that primarily works on span, but can also be an enabler of laminar flowNASA has matured this technology from concept studies through to scale model testing in NASA wind tunnels.  NASA is now focusing on edge-of-envelope performance, safety, and environmental concerns associated with this configuration. StatusCompleted High Aspect Ratio Wing TC in FY20Key technologies advanced to enable TTBW TCR&D ongoing with Boeing under SUGAR Phase VCompleted Low-Speed High-Lift Test #2 in 14x22 in late FY21Ongoing High-Speed Buffet Test in ARC 11’ in February 2022Successful TTBW Technology Maturation TC Tollgate completed with plan through FY25



   
  

  

High-Speed Commercial Flight 
Sustainable transformation of the speed of air travel 

Addressing the unique barriers to sustainable, 
environmentally responsible high-speed flight 

The Quesst  
Mission generates  
key data to support  
development  of en 
route certification 

standards based  on  
acceptable s ound 

levels 
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NASA is addressing the unique barriers to sustainable, environmentally responsible high-speed flight to enable global access and connection.      •    NASA’s near-term focus is overland flight with the X-59     ⁃    Quiet overland flight is the principal barrier to opening a civil supersonic market     ⁃    New international standards, based on response data from a large diverse population are required  •    NASA is ramping up efforts to address broader sustainability challenges     ⁃    New effort launched to address airport community noise     ⁃    Longer-term research portfolio addresses high-altitude emissions     ⁃    Synergistic with sustainable flight technology for subsonic aircraft, fuels and airspace operations  •    NASA is investigating the potential of even higher speed flight.     ⁃    Undertaking studies with industry of the commercial viability of higher than Mach 2 flight 
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X-59 Construction and Testing 

X-59 Nearing Completion 
Achieve First  Flight  in 2023 www.nasa.gov  | 10 
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Photos; most recent starting left clockwise: (left) NASA’s X-59 airplane undergoes structural stress tests at a Lockheed Martin facility in Fort Worth, Texas, in early 2022.�(middle) The X-59 is lowered to the ground at Lockheed Martin’s Skunk Works facility in Palmdale, California following a crane operation to remove it from the back of its transport.(right) A panel of the dark-colored skin of the wing of NASA’s X-59 airplane is laid in place over the wing’s interior framework for permanent attachment. The volume underneath will serve as a fuel tank. The X-59 is under construction by Lockheed Martin at the company’s Skunk Works factory in California.



 
 

  
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 

 
 

  

Quesst Mission Overview 

GPS 

Phase 1 – Aircraft Development 
In progress (FY18-23) 

LBFD Aircraft 

• Design, fabricate a quiet supersonic research aircraft 
• Prove performance in test range flights 
• Prove safety for flights in normal airspace 

Phase 2 – Acoustic Validation 
Preparation in progress (FY18-23), Execution FY23-24 
• Prove the acoustic characteristics match design targets 
• Detailed in-flight and ground measurements in test range 

Phase 3 – Community Response Testing 
Preparation in progress (FY19-23), Execution FY24-27 
• Conduct community tests 

• Select communities 
• Outreach and engagement (including STEM) 
• Obtain necessary approval 
• Plan surveys and recruit participants 
• Collect ground measurements 

Meteorological 
Data (balloon) 

U.S. National Air 
Space 

Mobile Operations Typical Community 
Facility 

Meteorological Limited Ground Community Response 
Data (ground) Microphones Surveys 

Systematic 
pproach Leading  
to  Community 

Testing 

A
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Quesst Community Response Testing: Space Grant Opportunity 

Audience: 
• K-20 Students 
• Educators 
• Post-Secondary students and faculty 

• Includes skilled technical workforce 
• Community 

Objectives
• Understand how to educate communities without introducing 

perception bias 
• Increase knowledge about NASA Aeronautics in their 

community 
• Introduction to Quesst and X-59 
• Workforce development 
• Better equip educators about science of sound and build 

foundational knowledge in students 
• Citizen science and augmented data collection 
• Follow-up community engagement post test 
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Quesst Community Overflight STEM Engagement (QCOSE)
Funding Opportunity Forecast* 

• What if?  How could Space Grant in • Work closely with the NASA  Quesst 
the region contribute to Quesst Team 
Community  Response Testing  STEM  • Ideas  will  be evaluated  by the Quesst 
Objectives? Team and the X-59 Independent 

• Period  of Performance 6 month Review Team 
• Estimated 4 awards up to $30k/award • Estimated release in July  
• Planning and development grant 

*Pending final approval and funding availability 
www.nasa.gov  | 13 
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Presentation Notes
 Communicate ATD Success: Successfully communicate the benefits of the Airspace Technology Demonstration Project to our stakeholders and the American public.Pursue Future Air Traffic and Safety Paradigm: Finalize the vision for future ATM and safety and complete the first sustainable operations demonstration in 2023 to further the transition to a digital service-oriented architecture that is prognostic, collaborative, scalable, and dynamically adaptive for all future users.Further U.S. Leadership in Advanced Air Mobility: Further U.S. leadership in Advanced Air Mobility through facilitating ecosystem-wide partnerships and international coalitions, completing the first of a series of AAM National Campaigns to mature operational readiness, and making progress in priority research areas. Finalize the Integrated Plan for a scalable system responsive to national needs and demonstrates community benefit focused on public use cases.Continue LBFD Mission Excellence:  Ensure the success of the LBFD Mission through rigorous insight and oversight of the X-59 final assembly, integration and ground test, and first flight and envelope expansion. Continue preparation for community response testing and sustain active engagement with the international community.Complete X-57 Ground and Flight Tests: Complete X-57 ground and flight testing and transition technology and process data to the stakeholder community.Execute a Sustainable Flight National Partnership: Implement a Sustainable Flight National Partnership initiative for U.S. leadership through project formulation, contract awards, and research implementation in the four priority areas that sets the path to achieving net zero carbon emissions by 2050. Implement a management model to successfully execute a cross program/center mission.Develop Innovative Solutions: Apply ARMD flexibility and agility to develop innovative solutions to emerging needs - from near-term (e.g., wildfire emergency response) to longer-term (e.g., achieving zero greenhouse gas emissions aviation) - at the speed of the challenge.Mature Organizational Culture: Mature an organizational culture that supports flexibility, collaboration, agility, builds trust and reflects the agency’s core value of inclusion. Through open dialogue, employee engagement forums and other initiatives, continue to build understanding and ability to address the full set of employee needs and optimize mission success. Continue organizational development through developmental opportunities, cultivating leadership competencies, and enabling fluid boundaries, enabling individuals to contribute to their full potential.Establish a new work paradigm: Evolve to a work ecosystem (policies, processes, tools, workplaces) that builds and reinforces the culture we desire for individual and organizational success.Create a one-NASA aeronautics capability model: Provide Agency leadership by aligning Center capabilities with mission requirements and leveraging a federated system of management policies, practices, workforce skills, and facilities to secure long-term success and sustainability of the NASA Aeronautics enterprise.Finalize governance model of large flight projects: For ARMD large flight projects (NPR 7120.5), document ARMD’s governance model to maximize technical excellence, ensure clear lines of technical authority, consistent and effective management practices, and suitably tailored requirements and directives for mission success.Foster a Strategic Communication Culture within ARMD: Leverage and enhance a strategic communication culture to increase stakeholder confidence that NASA R&D investments address the most critical challenges facing aviation, inspire a visionary future for the U.S. aviation industrial base that motivates partnership and innovation, and cultivate the next generation of the Nation’s aeronautics workforce.
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ARMD’s Agile Innovation Ecosystem 

Convergent  Aeronautics Solutions University Leadership Initiative University Student  Research Challenge 

NASA  Leadership for  the Aviation Community  – 
Exploration,  Invention,  and Innovation www.nasa.gov  | 14 
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NASA has established an agile ecosystem to work with industry and academia to explore new aviation concepts and technologies. NASA explores revolutionary system concepts through the Convergent Aeronautics Solutions project (NASA Research Community) and the University Innovation project (ULI)NASA develops revolutionary methods and tools that are used across the aerospace industry to enable discoveries and create new concepts and technologies.These advances are matured in partnership with NASA mission programs and external partners and collaborators. Together we achieve national level strategic outcomes.Left Image: The Scalable Traffic Management for Emergency Response Operations, or STEReO, project combines NASA technologies, particularly UTM, and govt/industry partnerships to offer a solution for safe integration of drones into natural disaster airspace management procedures. STEReO is under the Convergent Aeronautics Solutions project.Middle Image: Students in aviation programs at The Polytechnic School at Arizona State University (ASU) work with a flight simulator used as part of ASU’s research related to its University Leadership Initiative project.Right Image: University of Tennessee students Arianna Worthy (front) and Hector Ortiz-Melendez discuss results related to their University Leadership Initiative research at the school’s reVOLutionary Aerodynamics Innovation and Research laboratory.



 

       
  

Follow Us 

www.nasa.gov/aero @NASAAero @NASAAero @NASAAero 

www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/strategy | www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/solicitations 
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We have a vision – for air travel that is more on-demand, quiet, safe, sustainable.The great aviation transformation is happening now!
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www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/solicitations
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Quesst-ions? 



 

 

  

Hypersonic Technology Project 

Fundamental Research on 
Dual-Use Applications 

Strong  Department of Defense Partnership 

Industry Engagement on Future 
Commercial Hypersonic Vision 
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